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Preconditioning is essential for the reduction of computations in solving large linear
systems. Murphy, Golub and Wathen [1] propose the block diagonal and block tri-
angular Schur complement preconditioners for systems of saddle-point form. In this
thesis, we introduce new block triangular preconditioners. These preconditioners are
extended by inserting a nonzero parameter α in (2,2) block. We show how these pre-
conditioners with an exact Schur complement lead to preconditioned matrices with
exactly two distinct eigenvalues. Thus approximations of the Schur complement lead
to preconditioners which can be very effective. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
these preconditioners we solve the saddle point system generated from the finite el-
ement approximation of bi-harmonic equations. Convergence results, spectra, and
eigenvalue clustering behavior for these problems are presented. Eigenvalue distri-
butions of the preconditioned matrices are also displayed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1
21.1 Motivation and Overview
Linear systems of saddle point type appear in a wide range of engineering and com-
putational science applications. These linear systems are large, indefinite and often
have poor spectral properties. Due to these properties, numerical solutions of such
systems have been a major challenge for solver developers because they require a
huge amount of computer time and storage. For large saddle point problems with a
sparse coefficient matrix, iterative methods of Krylov-subspace type are preferable if
the coefficient matrix has good spectral properties. It is known that the performance
of Krylov-subspace methods are sensitive to the conditioning of the coefficient ma-
trix. One approach to overcome the difficulties associated with the conditioning is
to find an appropriate preconditioning matrix, so that the preconditioned matrix has
good spectral properties.
The goal of this research is to study an efficient solution to the symmetric linear
system for saddle point problems. This linear system is positive definite. For large
problem with sparse coefficient matrix, iterative methods are preferable. Iterative
solutions of system of the saddle point problems can be performed by a variety of
methods. In particular, Krylov subspace methods such as GMRES are applicable for
nonsymmetric systems and MINRES are applicable for symmetric systems for sad-
dle point problems. It is known that the performance of Krylov subspace methods
is sensitive to the conditioning of the coefficient matrix and thus the idea of precon-
ditioning must be implemented. Here we seek a preconditioning matrix P which is
easy to construct and invert such that the equivalent system is solved efficiently via an
appropriate iterative method. Also, the role of P is to reduce the number of iterations
3required for convergence and at the same time not increasing significantly the amount
of computation at each iteration. A sufficient condition for a good preconditioner is
that the preconditioned matrix T = P−1A has few distinct eigenvalues or has a clus-
tering behavior where A denotes the coefficient matrix of the system. This chapter is
a brief introduction to linear systems. In the first section, we present basic concepts
on definite and indefinite systems. In the next section we give an overview of the
methods solving linear systems with a focus on iterative methods. Finally, we give
summery about the outline of my thesis.
1.2 Definite and indefinite linear systems
A fundamental issue in scientific computing is solving large sparse linear systems.
Given an N×N real matrix A and a real N - vector b, the problem is to find x belonging
to RN such that
Ax = b. (1.1)
Equation (1.1) is a linear system, where A is the coefficient matrix, b is the right-
hand side vector, and x is the vector of unknowns. The solution of large sparse linear
systems is central to many numerical simulations in science and engineering and is
often the most time-consuming part of a computation. While the main source of large
matrix problems remains the discretization and (linearization) of partial differential
equations (PDEs) of elliptic and parabolic type, large and sparse linear systems also
arise in applications not governed by PDEs. These include the design and computer
4analysis of circuits, power system networks, chemical engineering processes, eco-
nomics models, and queuing systems.
Definition(1.1)
A linear system is said to be definite when matrix A is either positive definite, i.e.
xT Ax > 0 for all nonzero x, or negative definite, i.e. xT Ax < 0 for x 6= 0 Otherwise,
the system is classified as indefinite.
Moreover, the system is called symmetric if AT = A, and non-symmetric if the equal-
ity does not hold. In general, solving a definite system is much easier than an indef-
inite one. A large amount of powerful techniques are available that can efficiently
solve symmetric definite systems. In a direct approach, the Cholesky factorization of
A reduces computations by a factor of two compared to alternative methods. Many
iterative methods like Conjugate Gradient Method also require A to be symmetric
and positive definite in order to solution converge. In contrast, indefinite systems are
still a relatively new area. They, however, occur frequently in applications including
saddle point problems, simulation of electronic circuits, quadratic programming.
1.3 Methods for solving linear systems
Consider the linear system in (1.1) where A is an n× n matrix and x and b are n× 1
vectors. There are two large classifications of methods for solving linear systems of
the form (1.1) these are direct methods and iterative methods. Direct methods, based
on the factorization of the coefficient matrix A into easily invertible matrices, like LU
and Cholesky decompositions are widely used and are the solver of choice in many
5industrial codes, especially where reliability is the primary concern. Indeed, direct
solvers are very robust, and they tend to require a predictable amount of resources
in terms of time and storage with a state-of-the-art sparse direct solver. It is possi-
ble to efficiently solve in a reasonable amount of time linear systems of fairly large
size, particularly when the underlying problem is two dimensional. Direct solvers are
also the method of choice in certain areas not governed by PDEs, such as circuits,
power system networks, and chemical plant modeling. Unfortunately, direct methods
scale poorly with problem size in terms of operation counts and memory require-
ments. Many practical problems, for example, those arising from the discretization
of PDEs in three space dimensions, lead to linear systems comprising hundreds of
millions or even billions of equations in as many unknowns. For such problems, iter-
ative methods are the only option available and we have other methods like (Gaussian
elimination,Gauss Jordan method). The term (iterative method)refers to a wide range
of techniques that use successive approximations to obtain more accurate solutions to
a linear system at each step. The early iterative methods for solving systems of lin-
ear equations include the jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, SOR (successive over-relaxation) and
SSOR algorithms [22] These methods are old, simple to understand and implement,
but usually not as effective as the later methods that are based on Krylov subspaces. A
review of the krylov subspace methods is provided in next chapter. Differents krylov
subspace methods can be classified as follows :
• - If A is symmetric positive definite, then the conjugate gradient method (CG)
generates, using three-term recurrences, the xi for which (xˆ−xi)T A(xˆ−xi) (the
so - called - norm or energy norm) is minimized over all vectors in the current
6Krylov subspace κ i(A,ro).
• - If A is only symmetric but not positive definite then the Lanczos and the Min-
res methods may be considered. In Minres, the xi ∈ κ i(A,ro) is determined for
which the 2-norm of the residual (‖b−Axi‖2) is minimized, while the Lanc-
zos method leads to an xi for which (b−Axi) is perpendicular to the krylov
subspace.
• - If A is non-symmetric, it is in general not possible to determine an opti-
mal xi ∈ Ki(A,ro) with short recurrence. However, with short recurrences as
in conjugate gradients (and Minres), we can compute the xi ∈ Ki(A,ro), for
which (b−Axi)⊥(Ki(A,so)) (usually, one selects so = ro). This leads to the bi-
conjugate gradient method. A clever variant is quasi-minimal residual (QMR),
which has smoother convergence behavior and is more robust than bi-conjugate
gradients.
• - If A non-symmetric, then we can compute the xi ∈ Ki(A,ro), for which the
residual is minimized in the Euclidean norm. This is done by GMRES method.
This requires i inner products at the i− th iteration step, as well as i vector up-
dates, which means that the iteration costs, that come in addition to operations
with A, grow linearly with i.
• - The operations with AT in the bi-conjugate gradient method can be replaced
by operations with A itself, by using the observation that (x,AT y) equals (Ax,y)
where (.,.) represents the inner-product computation. Since the function of the
multiplications by AT in bi-conjugate gradient serves only to maintain the dual
7space to which residuals are orthogonalized, the replacement of this operator
by A allows us to expand the krylov subspace and to find better approximations
for virtually the same costs per iteration as for bi-conjugate gradients. This
leads to so-called hybrid methods such as conjugate gradients squared CGS,
Bi-CGSTAB.
• - For indefinite systems it may also be effective to apply the conjugate gradient
method for the normal equations AT Ax = AT b. Carrying this out in a straight-
forward manner may lead to numerical instabilities, because AT A has a squared
condition number.
A clever and robust implementation is provided in least squares QR.
1.4 Outline Of Thesis
The outline of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 we introduce saddle point lin-
ear systems, their origins, and the fields in which they most often arise. Although
it is assumed the reader has some knowledge of iterative methods, an overview of
Krylov subspace solvers is given. More specifically, we revisit the conjugate gradient
(CG) method, the minimized residual (MINRES) method and the generalized mini-
mal residual (GMRES) method.
In Chapter 3, we present fundamental definition for preconditioning techniques, types
of preconditioners, some properties for good preconditioners and literature review.
Chapter four, presents analysis for Left-side Preconditioner, Right-side Precondi-
8tioner, discritization of Biharmonic equation, approximations of the Schur Comple-
ment S and Mass Matrix M, approximation of eight Triangular-Preconditioners, anal-
ysis of Eigenvalues, preconditioner With Full M and Full S and numerical test. An
overview of future research and possible extensions of this work are provided in chap-
ter five including conclusion of our study.
Chapter 2
Saddle Point Problems
9
10
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is intended to introduce the origin and importance of a particular linear
system: the saddle point linear system, Saddle Point Problem statement and classi-
cation, Sparsity, structure and size, Applications leading to saddle point problems,
Properties of saddle point matrices, The inverse of a saddle point matrix, Spectral
properties of saddle point matrices. A refresher on Krylov subspace methods is also
given as they are the methods of choice throughout this thesis.
2.2 Saddle Point Problem:
In this section, we define the saddle point problems and list their properties. The
best references for the saddle point problems can be found in [3]. In recent years, a
large amount of work has been devoted to the problem of solving large linear sys-
tems in saddle point form. The reason for this interest is the fact that such problems
arise in a wide variety of technical and scientific applications. For example, the ever-
increasing popularity of mixed finite element methods in engineering fields such as
fluid and solid mechanics has been a major source of saddle point systems. The pur-
pose of this section is to review many of the most promising solution methods, with
an emphasis on iterative methods for large and sparse problems.
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2.2.1 Saddle Point Problem statement and classification
Consider the following saddle point linear system of the form
 M BT1
B2 −C

 x
y
=
 f
g
 or Au = B, (2.1)
where
M ∈ Rn×n,B1,B2 ∈ Rm×n,C ∈ Rm×m with n > m
It is obvious that, under suitable partitioning, any linear system can be written in the
form (2.1). We explicitly exclude the case where M or one or both of B1,B2 are
zero. When the linear system describes a (generalized) saddle point problem, the
constituent blocks M,B1,B2 and C satisfy one or more of the following conditions:
1 - M is symmetric: M = MT
2 -the symmetric part of M, H ≡ 12(M+MT ), is positive semidefinite
3 - B1 = B2 = B
4 - C is symmetric (C =CT ) and positive semidefinite
5 - C = O (the zero matrix)
Note that 5 implies 4. The most basic case is obtained when all the above condi-
tions are satisfied. In this case M is symmetric positive semidefinite and we have a
12
symmetric linear system of the form
 M BT
B 0

 x
y
=
 f
g
 (2.2)
Another important special case is when conditions 1− 4 are satisfied, but not 5. In
this case we have a block linear system of the form
 M BT
B −C

 x
y
=
 f
g
 (2.3)
Often the matrix C has small norm compared to the other blocks. In the literature,
the phrase generalized saddle point problem has been used primarily to allow for the
possibility of a nonsymmetric matrix A in (2.1). In such problems either M 6= MT
(with condition 2 usually satisfied), or B1 6= B2, or both. We note that our definition
of generalized saddle point problem as a linear system of the form (2.1), where the
blocks M,B1, B2 and C satisfy one or more of the conditions 1−5, is the most general
possible, and it contains previous definitions as special cases. In the vast majority of
cases, linear systems of saddle point type have real coefficients, and in this thesis we
restrict ourselves to the real case. Complex coefficient matrices, however, do arise in
some cases. For details refer to [3]
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2.2.2 Sparsity, structure and size
Although saddle point systems come in all sizes and with widely different structural
and sparsity properties, in this thesis we are mainly interested in problems that are
both large and sparse. This justifies our emphasis on iterative solvers. Direct solvers,
however, are still the preferred method in optimization and other areas. Furthermore,
direct methods are often used in the solution of subproblems, for example as part of
a preconditioner solve.
2.3 Applications leading to saddle point problems
As already mentioned, large-scale saddle point problems occur in many areas of com-
putational science and engineering. The following is a list of some fields where saddle
point problems naturally arise see [3]
• computational fluid dynamics
• constrained and weighted least squares estimation
• constrained optimization
• economics
• electrical circuits and networks
• electromagnetism
14
• finance
• image reconstruction
• image registration
• interpolation of scattered data
• linear elasticity
• mesh generation for computer graphics
• mixed finite element approximations of elliptic PDEs
• model order reduction for dynamical systems
• optimal control
• parameter identification problems
Quite often, saddle point systems arise when a certain quantity (such as the energy
of a physical system) has to be minimized, subject to a set of linear constraints. In
this case the Lagrange multiplier y usually has a physical interpretation and its com-
putation is also of interest. For example, in incompressible flow problems x is a
vector of velocities and y a vector of pressures. In some cases, such as fluid dynamics
or linear elasticity, saddle point problems result from the discretization of systems
of partial differential equations with constraints. Typically the constraints represent
some basic conservation law, such as mass conservation in fluid dynamics. Another
popular name for saddle point systems, especially in the optimization literature, is
15
KKT system, from the KarushKuhnTucker first-order optimality conditions. Systems
of the form (2.1) also arise non-overlapping domain decomposition when interface
unknowns are numbered last.
2.4 Properties of saddle point matrices
This section is devoted to review basic algebraic properties of the saddle point ma-
trix A such as existence of various factorizations, invertibility, spectral properties,
and conditioning. Knowledge of these properties is important in the development of
solution algorithms.
2.4.1 Block factorizations and the Schur complement
If M is nonsingular, the saddle point matrix A admits the following block triangular
factorization:
A =
 M BT1
B2 −C
=
 I 0
B2M−1 I

 M 0
0 S

 I M−1BT1
0 I
 (2.4)
where S = −(C + B2M−1BT1 ) is the Schur complement of M in A. A number of
important properties of the saddle point matrix A can be derived on the basis of (2.4).
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Also useful are the equivalent factorizations
A =
 M 0
B2 S

 I M−1BT1
0 I
 (2.5)
and
A =
 I 0
B2M−1 I

 M BT1
0 S
 . (2.6)
The assumption that M is nonsingular may appear to be rather restrictive, since M
is singular in many applications. However, one can use augmented Lagrangian tech-
niques to replace the original saddle point system with an equivalent one having the
same solution but in which the (1, 1) block M is now nonsingular. Hence, no great
loss of generality is incurred. Besides being useful for deriving theoretical properties
of saddle point matrices, the decompositions (2.4) -(2.6) are also the basis for many
of the most popular solution algorithms for saddle point systems.
2.4.2 Solvability conditions
Assuming M is nonsingular, it readily follows from any of the block decomposi-
tions (2.4) -(2.6) that A is nonsingular if and only if S is nonsingular. Unfortunately,
very little can be said in general about the invertibility of the Schur complement
S = −(C + B2M−1BT1 ). It is necessary to place some restrictions on the matrices
M,B1,B2 and C.
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2.5 Symmetric case
We begin with the standard saddle point system (2.2), where M is symmetric pos-
itive definite, B1 = B2 , and C = O. In this case the Schur complement reduces
to S = BM−1BT . It is obvious that S, and thus M, is invertible if and only if BT
has full column rank (hence, if and only if rank(B) = m), since in this case S is
symmetric positive definite. We consider the case where M is symmetric positive
definite, B1 = B2 = B, and C 6= O is symmetric positive semidefinite. Then again
S= (C+BA1BT ) is symmetric positive semidefinite, and it is positive definite (hence,
invertible) if and only if ker(C)∩ ker(BT ) = 0. Obvious sufficient conditions for in-
vertibility are that C be positive definite or that B have full row rank. We can summa-
rize our discussion so far in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1[3]
Assume M is symmetric positive definite, B1 = B2 = B, and C is symmetric positive
semidefinite. If ker(C)∩ ker(BT ) = 0, then the saddle point matrix A is nonsingular.
In particular, A is invertible if B has full rank.
Now we relax the condition that M be positive definite. If M is indefinite, the follow-
ing simple example shows that A may be singular, even if B has full rank:
A =

1 0 −1
0 −1 1
−1 1 0
=
 M BT
B 0

However, A will be invertible if M is positive definite on ker(B). When M is symmet-
ric positive semidefinite, we have the following result. Although this is a well-known
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result, we include a proof to make our treatment more self-contained.
Theorem 2.2 [3]
Assume that M is symmetric positive semidefinite, B1 = B2 = B has full rank, and
C = O. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the saddle point matrix A to be
nonsingular is ker(M)∩ ker(B) = 0.
proof
let u =
[
x y
]T
be such that Au = 0. Hence, Mx+BT y = 0 and Bx = 0. It follows
that xT Mx = −xT BT y = −(Bx)T y = 0. Since A is symmetric positive semidefinite,
xT Mx= 0 implies Mx= 0, and therefore x∈ ker(M)∩ker(B), thus x= 0. Also, y= 0
since BT y = 0 and BT has full column rank. Therefore u = 0, and A is nonsingular.
This proves the sufficiency of the condition. Assume now that ker(M)∩ ker(B) 6= 0.
Taking x ∈ ker(M)∩ker(B), x 6= 0 and letting u=
[
x 0
]T
we have Au= 0, imply-
ing that A is singular. Hence, the condition is also necessary.
Remark
It is clear from the proof of this theorem that the requirement that M be positive
semidefinite can be somewhat relaxed: it suffices that M be definite on ker(B). In
fact, all we need is that xT Mx 6= 0 for x ∈ ker(B), x 6= 0. This implies that A is either
positive definite or negative definite on ker(B). In any case, the rank of M must be at
least n−m for A to be nonsingular. Fortunately, since the system Au = b is consis-
tent by construction, it may not be necessary to remove the singularity of A. Iterative
methods like GMRES are largely unaffected by the presence of a single eigenvalue
exactly equal to zero, at least when using a zero initial guess , u0 = 0 .
General case
When C = O, a necessary condition for invertibility is provided by the following the-
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orem, a slight generalization of a similar result for the case B1 = B2.
Theorem 2.3 [3]
If the matrix
A =
 M BT1
B2 0
 (2.7)
is nonsingular, then rank(B1) = m and rank
[
M B2
]T
= n
2.6 The inverse of a saddle point matrix
If M is nonsingular, then we know that A is invertible if and only if S = −(C +
B2M−1BT1 ) is nonsingular, and we have the following explicit expression for the in-
verse:
A−1 =
 M BT1
B2 −C

−1
=
 M−1+M−1BT1 S−1B2M−1 −M−1BT1 S−1
−S−1B2M−1 S−1
 (2.8)
If M is singular but C is nonsingular, an analogous expression can be given if we
assume that the matrix M+BT1 C
−1B2, the Schur complement of C in A, is nonsingular.
However, such an expression is of limited interest in the numerical solution of saddle
point problems. An interesting special case arises when M is symmetric positive
definite, B1 = B2 = B, C = O, S = BM−1BT is nonsingular, and g = 0. Then the
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explicit expression for A−1 shows that the solution (x∗,y∗) of (2.2) is given by
 x∗
y∗
=
 (I+M−1BT S−1B)M−1 f
S−1BM−1 f
 (2.9)
2.7 Spectral properties of saddle point matrices
In this section we collect a few facts on the spectral properties of saddle point ma-
trices which are relevant when solving the equations by iterative methods. We also
introduce an alternative formulation of the saddle point equations leading to a (non-
symmetric) positive definite coefficient matrix.
Eigenvalues: The symmetric case
Assume that M is symmetric positive definite, B1 = B2 = B has full rank, and C is
symmetric positive semidefinite (possibly zero). Then from (2.4) we obtain
 I 0
BM−1 I

 M BT
B −C

 I M−1BT
0 I
=
 M 0
0 S
 (2.10)
where S = −(C+BM−1BT ) is symmetric negative definite. Hence A is congruent
to the block diagonal matrix
 M 0
0 S
. The same is of course true if B is rank
deficient, as long as S remains negative definite. Clearly, in case S is rank deficient,
say rank(S) = m− r, A has n positive, m− r negative and r zero eigenvalues. A
simple limiting argument shows that this result remains true if M is only assumed
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to be positive semidefinite, provided that the usual condition ker(M)∩ ker(B) = 0 is
satisfied. Generally speaking, unless m is very small (which is seldom the case in
practice), the matrix A is highly indefinite, in the sense that it has many eigenvalues
of both signs. point matrices.
2.8 Krylov Subspace Solvers
The literature is rich with ways of solving the saddle-point linear system (2.1). If the
system is of a reasonable size, direct methods can be used. There are also null-space
methods, classical and inexact Uzawa methods, splitting schemes, and Krylov sub-
space solvers. We are interested in the solution of (1.1) by preconditioned Krylov
subspace solvers. Since the conjugate gradient (CG) method, the minimal residual
(MINRES) method, and the generalized residual (GMRES) method play a significant
role in this thesis, a short overview of Krylov subspace methods is included. Krylov
subspace methods date back several decades. Two ground-breaking papers were pub-
lished in 1952, one by Lanczos [33] and the other by Hestenes and Stiefel [19], de-
scribing what we now know today as the CG method. Oddly enough, Hestenes,
who was based in Zurich at the time, and Stiefel, who was based in UCLA, devel-
oped the same algorithm independently and only collaborated on a publication after
realizing the coincidence. Initially, Krylov subspace methods were not viewed as it-
erative methods. Despite their early discovery, it was not until 1971 when Reid [34]
demonstrated the importance of the finite termination property that Krylov subspace
methods were popularized. Like most iterative methods, Krylov subspace methods
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are used to solve the linear system Ax = b when A ∈ Rn×n is large and sparse or when
we only have access to a subroutine that returns the matrix-vector product of A and
a given vector. In these methods we seek an approximate solution xi to the linear
system Ax = b. Where x0 represents an arbitrary initial guess to the solution
Definition(2.5).
let A ∈ Rn×n and b ∈ Rn (b 6= 0) then, κ i(A,r0) = span (ro,Aro,A2ro, .....Ai−1ro) is
called the k-dimensional Krylov subspace associated with A and b. To understand
how Krylov subspace methods work, we first define minimal.
Definition(2.6)
The minimal polynomial p(x) of A ∈ Rn×n, also known as the annihilating polyno-
mial, is the monic polynomial of smallest degree such that p(A) = 0.
Suppose p(x) is the minimal polynomial of A. Then, we have several desirable prop-
erties:
• The roots of p(x) are equal to the eigenvalues of A.
• p(x) is unique up to scaling.
• If A is nonsingular, the solution lies in a Krylov subspace of dimension k where
k is equal to the degree of p(x).
Hence, the fewer the number of distinct eigenvalues, the smaller the size of the Krylov
subspace we must search for the solution. This leads to faster convergence.
The algorithmic sketch of Krylov subspace methods is as follows: Guess an initial
solution x0 of Ax = b (Typically, x0 = 0).
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Set the initial residual r0 = b−Ax0.
At every iteration i, produce an approximation xi of Ax = b such that xi ∈ x0 +
Ki(A,r0) satisfies a certain optimality property, as in all iterative methods.
2.9 Conjugate Gradient Method
As previously mentioned, Hestenes and Stiefel [19] are responsible for the discovery
of the CG method. Today, the CG method is the method of choice for solving sym-
metric positive-definite linear systems. It is strongly related to the Lanczos algorithm
for tridiagonalizing matrices. If exact arithmetic is assumed, it can be shown that
the conjugate method is guaranteed to converge in n iterations when applied to n×n
matrices. Reid was the first to use the fact that the solution is refined at each iteration.
Hence, inexact solutions can be found much before completing all n iterations. At
each iteration, an approximation xi of Ax = b is produced by minimizing the energy
norm of the error. Namely, we are minimizing the energy norm (xi− x)T A(xi− x),
where x is the exact solution.The next is algorithm for the conjugate gradient method.
The algorithm is detailed below for solving Ax = bwhere A is a real, symmetric,
positive-definite matrix. The input vector x0 can be an approximate initial solution or
0.
Algorithm
The conjugate gradient method
Choose u0, compute r0 = b−Au0,
set p0 = r0 for k = 0 ‘until convergence do
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αk =< rk,rk > / < Apk, pk >
uk+1 = uk +αk pk
rk+1 = rk−αkApk
< Test f orconvergence >
βk =< rk+1,rk+1 > / < rk,rk >
Pk+1 = rk+1+βkPk
enddo
2.10 Minimal Residual Method
MINRES is a Lanczos based method developed in 1975 by Paige and Saunders [21].
It is a variant of the conjugate gradient algorithm that can be directly applied to sym-
metric indefinite systems. Instead of minimizing the energy norm (which is not valid
in the indefinite case), the 2-norm of the residual is minimized.ALgorithm is given in
[29].
This is algorithm for the Minres method.
Algorithm
compute v1 = b−Ax0 for some initial guess x0
β1 = ‖v1‖
η = β1
γ1 = γ0 = 1
σ1 = σ0 = 0
v0 = 0
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ω0 = ω−1 = 0
f or i = 1, ......do
vi = 1βi vi
αi =< Avi,vi >
vi+1 = Avi−αivi−βvi−1
βi+1 = ‖vi+1‖2
δ = γiαi− γi−1αiβi
ρ1 =
√
δ 2+β 2i+1
ρ2 = σiαi+ γi−1βi
ρ3 = σi−1βi
γi+1 = δ/ρ1
σi+1 = βi+1/ρ1
ωi = (vi−ρ3ωi−2−ρ2ωi−1)/ρ1
xi = xi−1+ γi+1ωi
‖ri‖2 = |σi+1|‖ri−1‖2
Check convergence; Continue if necessary.
η =−σi+1η
end for.
This is algorithm for the Minres method.
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2.11 Generalized Minimum Residual Method
GMRES was developed in 1986 by Saad and Schultz [20] It is an extension of MIN-
RES that is applicable to non-symmetric matrices. Although the algorithm still gener-
ates a sequence of orthogonal vectors, this can no longer be accomplished with short
recurrences. The added storage requirements prompted the development of GMRES.
We summarize the main convergence properties of GMRES below [35] for proofs.
Theorem (2.7)
Let xm denote the iterate generated after m steps of GMRES, with residual rm =
b−Axm.
(i) The residual norms satisfy ‖rm‖2 = minφm(0)=1 ‖φm(A)r0‖2.
(ii) If A = XMX−1 is diagonalizable, where M is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
of A, then ‖rm‖2 ≤ ‖X‖2‖X−1‖2 min
φm(0)=1
max
λ j
|φm(λ j)|‖r0‖2.
Assertions (i) and (ii) follow from the optimality of GMRES with respect to the resid-
ual norm. Assertion (i) guarantees that GMRES will solve any nonsingular problem
provided that the dimensions of the Krylov space is large enough. The results of
Theorems (2.7) indicate that if the eigenvalues of A are tightly clustered, then con-
vergence will be rapid. For GMRES, Theorem (2.7) (ii) suggests that convergence
will be fast if the eigenvalues can be enclosed in a region in the complex plane that is
small. Algorithm
The Gmres Method
Choose u0, compute r0 = b−Au0, β = ‖r0‖2, v1 = r0/β
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Define the (m+1)×m matrix Hˆm = [hi j]1 ≤ i≤ m+1,1≤ j ≤ m. set Hˆm = 0.
f or j = 1,2, ...m do :
compute w j = Av j
f or i = 1 to j do :
hi j :=< w j,vi >
w j := w j−hi jvi
enddo
h j+1, j = ‖w j‖2. If h( j+1), j = 0 set m := j and go to Compute ym such that βk =
‖βe1− Hˆmy‖2 is minimized,and xm = x0+Vmym
v j+1 = w j/h j+1, j enddo
Compute ym such that βk = ‖βe1− Hˆmy‖2 is minimized,and xm = x0+Vmym
The simplest way to derive the preconditioned GMRES algorithm is to start with the
standard GMRES algorithm for the preconditioned linear system, introduce the pre-
conditioned residual zm = P−1rm for each k, The outcome is the following algorithm.
Algorithm
Gmres with left preconditioning
Choose u0, compute r0 = P−1(b−Au0), β = ‖r0‖2, v1 = r0/β
f or j = 1,2, ...m do :
compute ω := P−1Av j
f or i = 1 to j do :
hi j :=< w,vi >
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w := w−hi jvi
enddo
compute h j+1, j = ‖w‖2. and v j+1 = ω/h j+1, j enddo
Define Vm := [v1, .....vm], Hˆm = [hi j]1 ≤ i≤ m+1,1≤ j ≤ m.
Compute ym = argminy‖βe1− Hˆmy‖2,and xm = x0+Vmym
If satisfied stop, else set x0 = xm and go to r0 =P−1(b−Au0), β = ‖r(0)‖2, v1 = r0/β .
Chapter 3
Preconditioning Techniques
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3.1 Introduction
The general idea of constructing a preconditioner for the saddle point matrix is to ex-
ploit the structure of the matrix in such a way that (reduced) systems result to which
existing methods can be applied. Now, although the methods seen in the previous
chapter are well founded theoretically, they are likely to suffer from slow conver-
gence for problems which arise from typical applications. Preconditioning is a key
ingredient for the success of Krylov subspace methods in these applications. This
chapter discusses preconditioning techniques and introduced some preconditioners
which use numerical method for the solution of discretized elliptic partial differential
equations.
In mathematics, preconditioning is a procedure of an application of a transforma-
tion, called the preconditioner, that conditions a given problem into a form, which
is more suitable for numerical solution. Preconditioning is typically related to re-
ducing a number of iterations, CPU time and condition number of the problem. The
preconditioned problem is then usually solved by an iterative method.
3.2 Preconditioning techniques:
As is well known, the term preconditioning refers to transforming the system (1.1)
into another system with more favorable properties for iterative solution. A precon-
ditioner is a matrix that effects such a transformation. Generally speaking, precon-
ditioning attempts to improve the spectral properties of the coefficient matrix. for
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symmetric positive definite (SPD) problems, the rate of convergence of the conjugate
gradient method depends on the distribution of the eigenvalues of A. Hopefully, the
transformed (preconditioned) matrix will have a smaller spectral condition number,
and/or eigenvalues clustered around 1. For non-symmetric (non-normal) problems the
situation is more complicated and the eigenvalues may not describe the convergence
of non-symmetric matrix iterations like GMRES. Nevertheless, a clustered spectrum
(away from zero) often results in rapid convergence, particulary when the precondi-
tioned matrix is close to normal. Now if P is a nonsingular matrix that approximates
A (in some sense), then the linear system :
p−1Ax = p−1b (3.1)
has the same solution as (1.1) but may be easier to solve. Here P is the precondi-
tioner. In cases when P−1 is explicitly known (as with polynomial preconditioners or
sparse approximate inverses), the preconditioner is P−1 rather than P. System (3.1)is
preconditioned from the left, but one can also precondition from the right:
Ap−1y = b , x = p−1y (3.2)
.
The general problem of finding an efficient preconditioner, is to identify a linear op-
erator P (the preconditioner) with the properties that:
• P is a good approximation to A in some sense.
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• The cost of the construction of P is not prohibitive.
• The system Py = z is much easier to solve than the original system.
Research on preconditioning is a very broad and active area of research with only
little structure. There is no general theory on which we can safely base an efficient
selection. The main difficulty is that preconditioning is based on approximation and
in the absence of precise information on the behaviour of the solution of a given sys-
tem Ax = b and on the spectral properties of A, it may occur that the convergence
depends critically on the information that is discarded in the approximation process.
Selection and construction of a good preconditioner for a given class of problems is
therefore at best an educated guess.There is a great freedom in the definition and con-
struction of preconditioners for Krylov subspace methods and that is one reason why
these methods are so popular and so successful. Note that in all the Krylov methods,
we never need to know individual elements of A, and we never have to modify parts
of the given matrix. It is always sufficient to have a rule (subroutine) that generates,
for given input vector y, the output vector z that can mathematically be described as
z = Ay. This also holds for the nearby operator: it does not have to be an explicitly
given matrix. However, it should be realized that the operator (or subroutine) that
generates the approximation for A can be mathematically represented as a matrix. It
is then important to verify that application of the operator (or subroutine, or possibly
even a complete code) on different inputs leads to outputs that have the same math-
ematical relation through some (possibly explicitly unknown) matrix P. Remember
always that whatever preconditioner we construct, the goal is to reduce CPU time (or
memory storage) for the computation of the desired approximated solution. There are
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different ways of implementing preconditioning; for the same preconditioner these
different implementations lead to the same eigenvalues for the preconditioned ma-
trices. However, the convergence behaviour is also dependent on the eigenvectors
or, more specifically, on the components of the starting residual in eigenvector di-
rections. Since the different implementations can have quite different eigenvectors,
we may thus expect that their convergence behaviour can be quite different. Three
different implementations are as follows:
• Left-preconditioning: Apply the iterative method to P−1Ax = P−1b. We note
that symmetry of A and P does not imply symmetry of P−1A. However, if P is
symmetric positive definite then [x,y]≡ (x,Py) defines a proper inner product.
It is easy to verify that P−1A is symmetric with respect to the new inner product
[., .], so that we can use methods like MINRES and CG (when A is also positive
definite) in this case. Popular formulations of preconditioned CG are based on
this observation.
• Right-preconditioning: Apply the iterative method to AP−1y = b, with x =
P−1y.This form of preconditioning also does not lead to a symmetric product
when A and P are symmetric.
• Two-sided preconditioning: For a preconditionerP with P=P1P2, the iterative
method can be applied to P−11 AP
−1
2 z = P
−1
1 b, with x = P
−1
2 z. This form of
preconditioning may be used for preconditioners that come in factored form.
It can be seen as a compromise between left- and right preconditioning. This
form may be useful for obtaining a (near) symmetric operator for situations
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where P cannot be used for the definition of an inner product (as described
under left-preconditioning).
we refer reader to [22] for more details For saddle point problems, the construction of
high-quality preconditioners necessitates exploiting the block structure of the prob-
lem, together with detailed knowledge about the origin and structure of the various
blocks. Because the latter varies greatly from application to application, there is no
such thing as the best preconditioner for saddle point problems. The choice of a
preconditioner is strongly problem-dependent. For instance, techniques that give ex-
cellent results for the time-dependent Stokes problem may be completely inadequate
for the steady-state case, or with the Oseen equations. Preconditioners that have been
successfully used in optimization may be useless in fluid dynamics, and conversely.
The good news is that powerful preconditioning techniques have been developed for
many problems of practical interest. There are two main classes of preconditioners:
Block prconditioners and Constraint preconditioners
3.3 Literature Review
There are two main classes of preconditioners: block preconditioners and constraint
preconditioners [2, 3]. In our research we will confine ourselves on a triangular pre-
conditioner which is from type block preconditioners. Block triangular precondi-
tioners have been studied for an invertible but possibly nonsymmetric saddle point
matrix. Studies have been made by Murphy, Golub and Wathen [1, 12] and give only
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two distinct eigenvalues for the preconditioned matrix T = P−1A which means that
the exact solution is obtained in two iteration. Cao has also considered block trian-
gular preconditioners [10, 11] but the preconditioners are different only in taking the
opposite sign in the (2,2)-block. These preconditioners will produce a preconditioned
matrix with two distinct complex eigenvalues which means that the exact solution is
obtained in two iterations. Fairag [27] introduced a block diagonal preconditioner for
saddle point problem. The preconditioner involves a parameter in the (2, 2) block and
the preconditioned matrix has either two or three distinct eigenvalues. Several pre-
conditioners have been studied for the Biharmonic equation [30, 8, 17, 9]. F. Fairag
and H. Tawfiq proposed a preconditioner for the Biharmonic equation without reduc-
ing the equation into a system of second order PDE. Dived J. Silvester and Milan
D. Mihajovi used the preconditioner of Murphy, Golub, Wathen and applied it to
the Biharmonic equation after reducing it into a system of second order PDE. They
proposed a way of approximating the Schur complement S and the Mass matrix M.
Fairag and Wathen also used the preconditioner of Murphy, Golub, Wathen and ap-
plied it to the Navier- Stokes equations (NSE). The resulting linear system from NSE
is non-symmetric [18] further studies on block preconditioners we refer the reader to
[13, 4, 5, 6, 16, 26, 25, 23]. For more information on iterative saddle point problem,
explanations for essential properties and a survey of numerical solution techniques
used to solve saddle-point systems, we refer the reader to [2, 3, 8, 14, 15, 24, 22, 23].
The proposed research finds a new preconditioner and compares several types of pre-
conditioning in solving the Biharmonic equation. Many of studies have discussed this
topic so, we will show some of them which related with my research In 2000 Murphy,
Golub and Wathen have proposed block diagonal and block triangular precondition-
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ers for saddle point problems which give preconditioned matrices with at most three
distinct eigenvalues and with exactly two distinct eigenvalues respectively as follow:
If the system  M BT
B 0

 x
y
=
 f
g
 (3.3)
is preconditioned by
P =
 M 0
0 S
 , (3.4)
where S = BM−1BT is schur complement then the eigenvalues of T = P−1A are 1,
1±√3
2 which will get it after some calculation, then convergence is ensured in at most
three iterations of a minimum residual method such as GMRES. And when (3. 4)is
preconditioned by
P =
 M BT
0 S
 , (3.5)
where S = BM−1BT is schur complement then the eigenvalues of T = P−1A are 1,
-1 which will get it after some calculation, then convergence is ensured in at two iter-
ations of a minimum residual method such as GMRES see [1]. After that in 2006 Cao
introduced the same preconditioner but after adding sign(-)before schur complement
which give three eigenvalues of are 1, 1±i
√
3
2 which will get it after some calculation,
then convergence is ensured in at most three iterations of a minimum residual method
such as GMRES this for block diagonal preconditioner. We note that the real part of
each eigenvalue of T is positive, i.e, T is positive stable matrix. And when (3. 4) is
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preconditioned by
P =
 M BT
0 −S
 , (3.6)
where S = BM−1BT is schur complement then the eigenvalues of T = P−1A are ±i
which will get it after some calculation, then convergence is ensured in at two it-
erations of a minimum residual method such as GMRES this for block triangular
preconditioner see [10]. F.Fairag in 2010 introduced a generalization block diagonal
preconditioner for saddle point problem. The preconditioner involves a parameter in
the (2, 2) block and the preconditioned matrix has either two or three distinct eigen-
values are 1,
1±
√
1+ 4α
2 then we have some discussion about eigenvalues when change
α then the convergence is ensured in at most three iterations of a minimum residual
method such as GMRES.
Now, if
• α = 1 Murphy-Golub-Wathen preconditioner.
• α =−1 Cao preconditioner.
• α =−4 T has only two eigenvalues 1, 1/2 .
In next chapter, we propose a new triangular preconditioner for saddle point prob-
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lem. This preconditioner is of type Murphy, Golub and Wathen preconditioner with
a parameter in (2,2) submatrix block and use this preconditioner to solve the linear
system resulted from the biharmonic equation by use GMRES method.
Chapter 4
Analysis and Numerical Tests
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present preconditioners of Murphy, Golub and Wathen precondi-
tioner type [1] by introducing a parameter α , the presented preconditioner becomes
the Murphy, Golub and Wathen preconditioner. We provide theoretical and experi-
mental analysis of the convergence and eigenvalue distributions of the preconditioned
matrices. To demonstrate the effectiveness of these preconditioners we show conver-
gence results, spectra, and eigenvalue clustering behavior for Biharmonic Equation
after discritization of biharmonic equation and solve the linear system of saddle point
problem using different preconditioners. All numerical experiments presented in this
chapter, results and observations were obtained by using version 7.8.0(R 2009a) of
Matlab. The machine we have used is a PC-Intel(R), Core(TM)2 CPU T7200 2.0GHz,
1024 M of RAM. The stopping criterion throughout the outer tolerance is set to 10−8.
The linear systems are solved using built in Matlab’s function GMRES.m.
4.2 Left-side Preconditioner
In this section, we present a new triangular preconditioner based on Murphy, Golub
and Wathen preconditioner with inserting a parameter α in the (2,2) block. The next
lemma shows the proposed preconditioner and states their distinct eigenvalues.
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Lemma 4.2.1
If
A =
 M BT
C 0
 (4.1)
is preconditioned by the matrix P where
P =
 M 0
C αS
 , (4.2)
then the preconditioned matrix T = P−1A satisfies
(I−T )(− 1
α
−T ) = 0, (4.3)
where α 6= 0,−1 is a nonzero real number and S =CM−1BT is the Schur comple-
ment.
Proof
First, to prove we shall find P−1 as follows.
P−1 =
 M−1 0
−S−1CM−1
α (αS)
−1
 , (4.4)
where S is Schur complement which equals to S =CM−1BT ,
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Then, T = P−1A
T =
 I M−1BT
−S−1CM−1M
α +
S−1C
α
−S−1CM−1BT
α
 , (4.5)
T =
 I M−1BT
−S−1C
α +
S−1C
α
−S−1S
α
 , (4.6)
T =
 I M−1BT
0 −Iα
 . (4.7)
Now, let us find eigenvalues of T as from det (T −λ I)=0.
then
det(T −λ I) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
I−λ I M−1BT
0 −Iα −λ I
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣= 0, (4.8)
implies the characteristic polynomial of above matrix is (1−λ )n(−1α −λ )m.
Now, to find minimal polynomial of T
put
(I−T ) =
 0 −M−1BT
0 (1+ Iα )I
 ,
and
(
−I
α
−T ) =
 (−1α −1)I −M−1BT
0 0
 ,
then
(I−T )(−I
α
−T ) = 0. α 6= 0,−1
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Hence, the minimal polynomial of the preconditioned matrix T is
P(λ ) = (1−λ )(−1
α
−λ ), (4.9)
which has two distinct eigenvalues. These are λ = 1 of multiplicity n and λ = −1α of
multiplicity m which simplifies to (4.3)
Remark 1 System (4.1) is called generalized saddle point problem. In saddle point
problem case when C=B we still have two distinct eigenvalues for the preconditioned
matrix T = P−1A.
If α =−1, then the preconditioned matrix has only a single eigenvalue λ = 1, but it
is not in this case diagonalizable. In this case, minimum polynomial is (T −1)2. This
is the discussion on left-side preconditioner . In the following section, we discuss the
right-side preconditioner.
4.3 Right-side Preconditioner
Lemma 4.3.1
If
A =
 M BT
C 0
 (4.10)
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is preconditioned by the matrix P where
P =
 M BT
0 αS
 , (4.11)
then the preconditioned matrix T = AP−1 satisfies
(1−T )(− 1
α
−T ) = 0, (4.12)
where α 6= 0,−1 is a nonzero real number and S=CA−1BT is the Schur complement.
Proof
First, to prove we shall find P−1 as follows.
P−1 =
 M−1 −M−1BT S−1α
0 (αS)−1
 , (4.13)
where S is the Schur complement which equals to S =CM−1BT then, T = AP−1
T =
 I −MM−1BT S−1α + BT S−1α
CM−1 −CM
−1BT S−1
α
 , (4.14)
Then,
T =
 I 0
CM−1 −Iα
 , (4.15)
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now, let us find eigenvalues of T as from det (T −λ I)=0.
then,
det(T −λ I) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
I−λ I M−1BT
0 −Iα −λ I
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣= 0, (4.16)
implies the characteristic polynomial of above matrix are (1−λ )n(−1α −λ )m.
Now, by using the same way as the previous lemma, we get the minimal polynomial
of T which equals to
P(λ ) = (1−λ )(−1
α
−λ ), (4.17)
which gives two distinct eigenvalues. These are λ = 1 and λ = −1α which simplifies
to(4.12).
Remark 2 System (4.10) is called generalized saddle point problem. In saddle point
problem case when C=B we still have two distinct eigenvalues for the preconditioned
matrix T = P−1A.
If α =−1, then the preconditioned matrix has only a single eigenvalue λ = 1, but it
is not in this case diagonalizable. In this case, minimum polynomial is (T −1)2.
4.4 Biharmonic Equation
In this section, we use the preconditioner in section (4.2) to solve the linear system
resulted from discretizing the Biharmonic equation. We consider the Biharmonic
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equation:
42ψ = f in Ω, (4.18)
ψ =
∂ψ
∂n
= 0 on ∂Ω, (4.19)
where Ω ⊂ ℜ2 is a convex polygonal domain and ∂Ω is the Lipschitz continuous
boundary with the outward unit normal vector n. We also suppose that the load func-
tion f is sufficiently smooth. The mixed approximation of the problem (4.18, 4.19)
reads:
we seek the solution pair(ψ,ω) satisfying
∆ψ = ω
∆ω = f .
 in Ω, ψ = ∂ψ∂n = 0 on ∂Ω. (4.20)
This problem arises in fluid mechanics, in which case ψ and ω represent the stream-
function and vorticity, respectively. It is also a model for plate bending, in which
case ψ is the deflection and ω is the bending moment. Here we outline the essential
features of the theoretical model. The weak formulation of the problem (4.20) reads
as follows:
Multiply equation (4.20) by (υ ,φ) ∈ H1(Ω)×H10 (Ω) and then integrate over the
domain and by using Greens theorem we obtain
(ω,v)− (∇v,∇ψ) = 0, ∀v ∈ H1(Ω), (4.21)
−(∇ω,∇φ) =−( f ,φ) ∀φ ∈ H10 (Ω), (4.22)
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Here (., .) denotes the vector or scalar inner product in L2(Ω), and the space H1(Ω)
is the usual Sobolev space of functions that have square-integrable first derivatives.
H10 (Ω) is a restriction of H
1(Ω) to functions that satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition on ∂Ω. For existence and uniqueness of the (4.21, 4.22) see
[18]. In order to get an approximate solution of the problem (4.18) and (4.19) or to
generate a discrete system, we take finite-dimensional subspaces Xh ⊂ H1(Ω) and
Mh = Xh ∩H10 (Ω), where h is a representative mesh parameter, and enforce (4.21,
4.22) over the subspaces Xh and Mh. This leads to a discrete weak formulation of the
problem (4.21, 4.22):
find (ωh,ψh) ∈ Xh×Mh satisfying
(ωh,vh)− (∇vh,∇ψh) = 0, ∀vh ∈ Xh, (4.23)
−(∇ωh,∇φh) =−( fh,φh) ∀φh ∈Mh, (4.24)
where vh ∈ Xh and φh ∈Mh. In order to rewrite the discrete weak form (4.23, 4.24) as
a linear algebraic problem, we introduce the finite element basis sets
Xh = Span {φi}nI+nBi=1 , Mh = Span {φ j}nIj=1; (4.25)
where nI and nB stand for the number of degrees of freedom in the interior of Ω, and
on the boundary ∂Ω, respectively. Then, the functions ωh,ψh and fh can be uniquely
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represented by
ωh =
nI+nB
∑
i=1
ωiφi, ψh =
nI
∑
i=1
ψiφi, fh =
nI
∑
i=1
fiφi. (4.26)
We then associate the functions ωh, ψh, fh with the vectors ω ∈ RnI+nb, ψ ∈ RnI and
f give space RnI of generalized coefficients. After that by substituting ωh, ψh, fh in
(4.23, 4.24) we have
(
nI+nB
∑
i=1
ωiφi,vh)− (∇vh,∇
nI
∑
i=1
ψiφi) = 0, ∀vh ∈ Xh, (4.27)
−(∇
nI+nB
∑
i=1
ωiφi,∇φh) =−(
nI
∑
i=1
fiφi,φh) ∀φh ∈Mh, (4.28)
this leads to this expression
nI+nB
∑
i=1
ωi(φi,vh)−
nI
∑
i=1
ψi(∇vh,∇φi) = 0, ∀vh ∈ Xh, (4.29)
−
nI+nB
∑
i=1
ωi(∇φi,∇φh) =−
nI
∑
i=1
fi(φi,φh) ∀φh ∈Mh, (4.30)
So that BT is the adjoint of B. With these definitions (4.23, 4.24) can be rewritten as
a matrix system:  M BT
B 0

 ωh
φh
=
 0
fh
 (4.31)
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This system is called saddle point problem.
4.5 Approximations of the Schur Complement S and
Mass Matrix M
The preconditioned matrix T = P−1A in section 1 has two distinct eigenvalues, which
means that the convergence is guaranteed in at most two GMRES iterations. Hence,
an exact inversion of the mass matrix M and formation and exact inversion of the
Schur complement S or equivalently solutions of linear systems with these matrices
would be needed. This would be very insufficient and this cost us exact inversion of
the matrix M and S. So, we need to approximate the Schur complement S and the
mass matrix M. A good choice of approximations for these matrices can lead to a
very effective preconditioner as we show here. Approximation of these matrices will
be discussed in this section. We will see that there will be two clusters of eigenvalues
and Krylov subspace iterative convergence will still be very rapid whilst solutions of
the approximate systems will be efficient. So, we will use two kinds of approximation
for the mass matrix M.
M1 = diag(M)
M2 =
 MI 0
0 MB

 , (4.32)
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where MI and MB are diagonal matrices which are called M2.
Also, we will use two kinds of approximation for the schur complement S.
S1 = diag(S)
S2 = S∗
 , (4.33)
where S2 is described below.
Now, to determine an optimal approximation for S, it is useful to express (4.31) in the
following way. We follow [9], by introducing the finite element basis set,
Xh = Span {φi}nI+nBi=1 , Mh = Span {φ j}nIj=1; (4.34)
where nI and nB stand for the number of degrees of freedom in the interior of Ω, and
on the boundary ∂Ω, respectively. Then, the functions ωh,φh and fh can be uniquely
represented by
ωh =
nI+nB
∑
i=1
ωiφi, ψh =
nI
∑
i=1
ψiφi, fh =
nI
∑
i=1
fiφi. (4.35)
We then associate the functions ωh, ψh, fh with the vectors υ ∈ RnI+nB, φ ∈ RnI and
f ∈ RnI of generalized coefficients.
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This gives the linear system (4.31) where n = nI +nB and
M is an n×n mass matrix defined by Mi j = (φi,φ j),
B is an nI×n matrix defined by Bi j =−(5φi,5φ j),
f is an nI×1 vector defined by f j =−( f ,φ j).
To see how we approximate the Schur complement S, we start by labeling the nI
interior nodes then the nB boundary nodes. This labeling will yield the decomposition
of ωn into the sum of interior and boundary contributions
nI+nB
∑
i=1
ωiφi =
nI
∑
i=1
ωiφi+
nB
∑
i=1
ωnI+iφnI+i. (4.36)
This decomposition induces a partitioning of the matrices in (4.31): in particular,
B = (KI KB), where the nI × nI matrix KI is the standard finite element stiffness
matrix obtained when discretising a Dirichlet problem using Mh. If the matrix M is
lumped (this means that the L2 norm of ωh is approximated so that ω tMω = ‖ωh‖2 ≈
ω tI MIω +ω tBMBω , where MI and MB are diagonal matrices.), e.g., using appropriate
quadrature as discussed in [31], then M in (4.31) is replaced by the diagonal matrix
M` = diag(MI,MB) and (4.31) can be written in the form of a (3×3) block system
MI 0 KI
0 MB KtB
KI KB 0


ω I
ωB
ψ
=

0
0
f
 . (4.37)
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where ω I = [ω1,ω2, · · · ,ωnI ]T and ωB = [ωnI+1,ωnI+2, · · · ,ωnI+nB]T .
The Schur complement in (4.37) can be expressed as
S` = KIM−1I KI +KBM
−1
B K
t
B. (4.38)
The matrix S` can be approximated by the matrix
S∗ = S2 = KBM−1I KI, (4.39)
In (4.39), the matrix KI is a discrete Laplacian matrix. The matrix KI corresponds
to the contributions from the interior nodes only. This approximation technique of
preconditioner S∗ ∼ S` ∼ S is studied in [9, 32]. Now, approximation of the Schur
complement matrix S can be summarized as
S ∼ S` ∼ S∗
|| || ||
BM−1BT ∼ KIM−1I KI+KBM−1B KTB ∼ KIM−1I KI
Different approximations of M and S yeilds eight different preconditioners. Next
section starts by stating these preconditioners.
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4.6 Eight Triangular-Preconditioners
In this section, we consider eight triangular preconditioning approaches that have
been found to be effective. They are
P1 =
 M1 0
B αS1
 , P2 =
 M2 0
B αS2
 (4.40)
P3 =
 M 0
B αS2
 , P4 =
 M2 0
B αS
 (4.41)
P5 =
 M2 0
B αS1
 , P6 =
 M1 0
B αS2
 (4.42)
P7 =
 M1 0
B αS
 , P8 =
 M 0
B αS1
 . (4.43)
Then we solve the Biharmonic equation with the eight preconditioners to select the
best preconditioner.
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P α 1 -1 0.001 -0.001 0.01 -0.01 100 -100
GMRES iter. 61 51 40 40 42 41 74 74
P1 Cond num 4.04e6 4.04e6 9.84e3 9.84e3 4.13e4 4.13e4 4.04e8 4.04e8
cpu time 0.051 0.022 0.016 0.014 0.015 0.015 0.036 0.037
GMRES iter. 25 22 13 13 15 15 41 41
P2 Cond num 1.58e6 1.58e6 2.59e3 2.59e3 1.59e4 1.59e4 1.58e8 1.58e8
cpu time 0.028 0.025 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.017 0.047 0.047
GMRES iter. 13 13 16 16 15 15 11 11
P3 Cond num 1.71e6 1.71e6 4.05e3 4.05e3 1.72e4 1.72e4 1.71e8 1.71e8
cpu time 0.017 0.016 0.020 0.020 0.019 0.019 0.014 0.014
GMRES iter. 27 23 35 35 35 33 24 24
P4 Cond num 1.71e6 1.71e6 3.65e3 3.65e3 1.72e4 1.72e4 1.71e8 1.71e8
cpu time 0.030 0.026 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.038 0.027 0.027
GMRES iter. 56 47 36 36 38 37 61 61
P5 Cond num 5.92e6 5.92e6 1.46e4 1.46e4 6.06e4 6.06e4 5.92e8 5.92e8
cpu time 0.044 0.035 0.025 0.025 0.027 0.026 0.048 0.048
GMRES iter. 37 26 36 36 40 39 47 48
P6 Cond num 1.08e6 1.08e6 3.11e3 3.11e3 1.09e4 1.09e4 1.08e8 1.08e8
cpu time 0.027 0.018 0.026 0.026 0.030 0.029 0.036 0.037
Table 4.1: P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6 Comparisons
4.7 Analysis of Eigenvalues
In this section, our aim is to provide a bound for the eigenvalues of the preconditioned
matrix. We start by stating the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7.1
The preconditioned matrix P−12 Aˆ has the following properties:
(i) 1 is an eigenvalues of multiplicity (nI +nB) where α 6= 0.
(ii) the remaining nI eigenvalues satisfy µ ≤ −1α .
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P α 1 -1 0.001 -0.001 0.01 -0.01 100 -100
P1 GMRES iter. 61 51 40 40 42 41 74 74
P2 GMRES iter. 25 22 13 13 15 15 41 41
P3 GMRES iter. 13 13 16 16 15 15 11 11
P4 GMRES iter. 27 23 35 35 35 33 24 24
P5 GMRES iter. 56 47 36 36 38 37 61 61
P6 GMRES iter. 37 26 36 36 40 39 47 48
Table 4.2: Displays of the iteration number for P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6 Comparisons
P α 1 -1 0.001 -0.001 0.01 -0.01 100 -100
P1 cpu time 0.051 0.022 0.016 0.014 0.015 0.015 0.036 0.037
P2 cpu time 0.028 0.025 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.017 0.047 0.047
P3 cpu time 0.017 0.016 0.020 0.020 0.019 0.019 0.014 0.014
P4 cpu time 0.030 0.026 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.038 0.027 0.027
P5 cpu time 0.044 0.035 0.025 0.025 0.027 0.026 0.048 0.048
P6 cpu time 0.027 0.018 0.026 0.026 0.030 0.029 0.036 0.037
Table 4.3: Displays of the CPU time for P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6 Comparisons
(iii) if α is positive, then the remaining nI eigenvalues satisfy the following inequality
−1
α
(1+
λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
γ)≤ µ ≤ −1
α
, (4.44)
where α > 0,γ = ‖M−1B KTB K−1I MI‖ and
Aˆ =

MI 0 KI
0 MB KtB
KI KB 0
 , (4.45)
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P α 1 -1 0.001 -0.001 0.01 -0.01 100 -100
P1 Cond num 4.04e6 4.04e6 9.84e3 9.84e3 4.13e4 4.13e4 4.04e8 4.04e8
P2 Cond num 1.58e6 1.58e6 2.59e3 2.59e3 1.59e4 1.59e4 1.58e8 1.58e8
P3 Cond num 1.71e6 1.71e6 4.05e3 4.05e3 1.72e4 1.72e4 1.71e8 1.71e8
P4 Cond num 1.71e6 1.71e6 3.65e3 3.65e3 1.72e4 1.72e4 1.71e8 1.71e8
P5 Cond num 5.92e6 5.92e6 1.46e4 1.46e4 6.06e4 6.06e4 5.92e8 5.92e8
P6 Cond num 1.08e6 1.08e6 3.11e3 3.11e3 1.09e4 1.09e4 1.08e8 1.08e8
Table 4.4: Displays of the condition number for P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6 Comparisons
P−12 =

MI 0 0
0 MB 0
KI KB αKIM−1I KI
 , (4.46)
(the matrices MI, MB and KI are all symmetric and positive definite).
Proof
Let µ be an eigenvalue of preconditioned matrix T =P−12 Aˆ where the preconditioning
matrix in this case is 
MI 0 0
0 MB 0
KI KB αKIM−1I KI
 , (4.47)
and
Aˆ =

MI 0 KI
0 MB KtB
KI KB 0
 . (4.48)
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To study the eigenvalues µi of the preconditioned matrix, we start by the following
equation

MI 0 KI
0 MB KtB
KI KB 0


ω I
ωB
ψ
= µ

MI 0 0
0 MB 0
KI KB αS2


ω I
ωB
ψ
 . (4.49)
where S2 = KIM−1I KI , by using system (4.49) we have
MIωI +KIψ = µMIωI, (4.50)
MBωB+KtBψ = µMBωB, (4.51)
KIωI +KBωB = µ(KIωI +KBωB+αKIM−1I KIψ), (4.52)
From equation (4.50), we have
ωI =
1
µ−1M
−1
I KIψ,
and from equation (4.51), we have
ωB =
1
µ−1M
−1
B K
t
Bψ.
Then, We note that any zero eigenvalue of (4.49) corresponds to the coefficient matrix
being singular. For this to happen the Schur complement
S` = KIM−1I KI +KBM
−1
B K
t
B.
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must be semi-definite, but this is impossible since KIM−1I KI is positive definite. Note
that this implies that the rank of B = (KI KB) is nI . By inspection, one solution of
(4.49) is µ = 1 and is of multiplicity nI +nB. The associated eigenvectors are of the
form (ωI ωB 0)T .
We now consider µ 6= 1. In this case, eliminating ωI and ωB from (4.50, 4.51) and
substituting in (4.52) leads to the eigenproblem.
Now, we have the eigenproblem
(KIM−1I KI +KBM
−1
B K
T
B )ψ = µ(KIM−1I KI +KBM
−1
B KB)ψ +αµ(µ−1)S2ψ, (4.53)
where S2 = KIM−1I KI
(KIM−1I KI +KBM
−1
B K
T
B )ψ−µ(KIM−1I KI +KBM−1B KB)ψ = αµ(µ−1)S2ψ, (4.54)
(1−µ)(KIM−1I KI +KBM−1B KTB )ψ = αµ(µ−1)(KIM−1I KI)ψ, (4.55)
(KIM−1I KI +KBM
−1
B K
T
B )ψ = σ(KIM−1I KI)ψ, (4.56)
where σ = −µα . Moreover, writing (4.56) in terms of ωI and ωB gives a natural
characterization of σ as follow:
from
ωI =
1
µ−1M
−1
I KIψ,
and
ωB =
1
µ−1M
−1
B K
t
Bψ,
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taking transpose we get
ωTI =
1
µ−1ψ
tKIM−tI ,
and
ωTB =
1
µ−1ψ
tKBM−tB .
Substituting in equation (4.56), we get
((µ−1)2ωTI MIωI +(µ−1)2λ T MBλ ) = σ(µ−1)2ωTI MIωI.
This equals to the expression
σ =
ωTI MIωI +ωTB MBωB
ωTI MIωI
(4.57)
Clearly σ ≥ 1, which implies that−µα ≥ 1. Furthermore, each σ j; j= 1, ...,nI gener-
ates different eigenvalues. The last inequality give an upper bound for the remaining
eigenvalues of (4.49),
µ ≤ −1
α
, (4.58)
To find lower bound for the remaining eigenvalues of (4.49), as follows:
from equation
σ =
ωTI MIωI
ωTI MIωI
+
ωTB MBωB
ωTI MIωI
, (4.59)
this leads to
σ = 1+
ωTB MBωB
ωTI MIωI
, (4.60)
σ −1 = ω
T
B MBωB
ωTI MIωI
, (4.61)
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(σ −1)ωTI MIωI = ωTB MBωB. (4.62)
Dividing the previous equation by (ωTI ωI)(ωTB ωB), we get
(σ −1)ωTI MIωI
(ωTB ωB)(ωTI ωI)
=
ωTB MBωB
(ωTI ωI)(ωTB ωB)
, (4.63)
(σ −1)
(ωTB ωB)
ωTI MIωI
(ωTI ωI)
=
ωTB MBωB
(ωTB ωB)
1
(ωTI ωI)
, (4.64)
(σ −1)
(ωTB ωB)
min
x∈RnI
xT MIx≤ (σ −1)(ωTB ωB)
ωTI MIωI
(ωTI ωI)
=
ωTB MBωB
(ωTB ωB)
1
(ωTI ωI)
≤ max
y∈RnB
yT MBy
1
(ωTI ωI)
,
(4.65)
(σ −1)
(ωTB ωB)
λmin(MI)≤ (σ −1)(ωTB ωB)
ωTI MIωI
(ωTI ωI)
=
ωTB MBωB
(ωTB ωB)
1
(ωTI ωI)
≤ λmax(MB) 1(ωTI ωI)
.
(4.66)
Then from transitive property, we get
(σ −1)
(ωTB ωB)
λmin(MI)≤ λmax(MB) 1(ωTI ωI)
. (4.67)
Equation (4.66) is true for all eigenvectors [ωI,ωB,ψ]T . Let [ωI,ωB,ψ]T be an eigen-
vectors of (4.49). For any vector V = [ωI,ωB,ψ]T , then ‖V‖2 = ‖ωI‖2‖ωB‖2‖ψ‖2.
Let 1‖ωI‖ [ωI,ωB,ψ]
T = [ωˆI, ωˆB, ψˆ]T . Use these eigenvectors in (4.67), we obtain
(σ −1) ‖ωI‖
2
‖ωB‖2 ≤
λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
. (4.68)
Now, from equation(4.50, 4.51), we find (ψ,ωB.) Then
ωB = M−1B K
T
B K
−1
I MIωI.
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then ‖ωB‖ ≤= ‖M−1B KTB K−1I MI‖‖ωI‖. This implies
(σ −1) 1‖M−1B KTB K−1I MI‖
≤ λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
, (4.69)
(σ −1)≤ λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
‖M−1B KTB K−1I MI‖, (4.70)
(σ −1)≤ λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
γ, (4.71)
σ ≤ 1+ λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
γ , (4.72)
−µα ≤ 1+ λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
γ , (4.73)
µα ≥−1− λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
γ, α > 0, (4.74)
µ ≥ −1
α
(1+
λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
γ). (4.75)
By equation (4.75) and equation (4.58), we have
−1
α
(1+
λmax(MB)
λmin(MI)
γ)≤ µ ≤ −1
α
. (4.76)
Equation (4.76) completes the proof ¥
From Figure (4.1), eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix satisfy the given bound
in (4.76)
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Figure 4.1: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001,
0.01, -0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P2 with respect to
analysis
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4.8 Results and Observations
In this section, we introduce some observations and remarks around tables and graphs
for all preconditioners which contain iteration number,CPU time and condition num-
ber.
4.8.1 Preconditioner With Full M and Full S
If we use these preconditioners
P7 =
 M1 0
B αS
 , P8 =
 M 0
B αS1
 , (4.77)
we then see that after the matlab run, figures (4.2, 4.3) show that the eigenvalues
clustering of the preconditioned matrix P−18 A is little better than the eigenvalues clus-
tering of the preconditioned matrix P−17 A clustering. Also from Figures(4.2, 4.3), we
find the eigenvalues of of preconditioned P8 when α = 100,−100 become more and
more clustered from P7. Table (4.5) shows the iteration number for P8 and the CPU
time. This Table shows that P8 is better than P7. Observe that P7 use, full S, while P8
uses full M. Hence, putting more effort in M is more efficient than putting efforts on
S. figures (4.2, 4.3) shows that the eigenvalues distribution for the preconditioner P8
is more clustered than the eigenvalues distribution for the preconditioner P7. In case
α = 100,−100, the eigenvalues distribution for the preconditioner P8 becomes more
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P α 1 -1 0.001 -0.001 0.01 -0.01 100 -100
GMRES iter. 35 25 37 36 40 39 30 30
P7 Cond num 1.17e6 1.17e6 3.87e3 3.87e3 1.18e4 1.18e4 1.17e8 1.17e8
cpu time 0.025 0.017 0.027 0.026 0.030 0.029 0.021 0.021
GMRES iter. 31 30 30 30 30 30 31 31
P8 Cond num 6.40e6 6.40e6 1.60e4 1.60e4 6.55e4 6.55e4 6.39e8 6.39e8
cpu time 0.024 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.024 0.024 0.024
Table 4.5: P7,P8 Comparisons
clustered from the preconditioner P7.
4.8.2 Residual and Iteration Number With Full M and Full S
In this subsection, we will introduce some remarks between P7 and P8 preconditioners
and select the best. The 2-norm of the residuals are shown in figures (4.4) The red
solid curve with circles is showing the results when using P7. The black solid curve
with circles is showing the results when using P8.
• In figure (4.3) when α = 1, the preconditioner P8 in one iteration makes the
residual decreases 30 % and in two iterations it is reduced to 70 %. While
in the preconditioner P7 the ratio of decreasing is between (5% - 80%) in
two iterations which means that the preconditioner P8 is little better than P7 in
convergence.
• In the same figure when α = −1, the preconditioner P8 in one iteration makes
the residual decreases 80% and in two iterations it is reduced to 85%. While
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Figure 4.2: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001, 0.01,
-0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P7
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Figure 4.3: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001, 0.01,
-0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P8
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Figure 4.4: Residual and iteration number for different values of α = 1, -1, 0.001,
-0.001, 0.01, -0.01 from left top to right bottom respectively for P7,P8
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in P7 preconditioner the ratio of decreasing is between (80% - 85%) in two
iterations which means that the preconditioner P7 is better than P8 in conver-
gence. Also when α = 0.001,−0.001, the preconditioner P7 in two iterations
makes the residual decreases between (85% - 95). While in two iterations the
preconditioner P8 decreases between (40% -65%) approximately which means
that the preconditioner P7 is the best in convergence.
• In the same figure when α = 0.01,−0.01, the preconditioner P7 in one iteration
makes the residual decreases 85% approximately. While in two iterations it
is reduced to 95% approximately while in the preconditioner P8 the ratio of
decreasing is between (45% - 65%) in two iterations which means that the
preconditioner P7 is the best in convergence.
• In the same figure when α = 100,−100, the preconditioner P8 in one iteration
makes the residual decreases 98% approximately and in two iterations it is
reduced to 99% approximately. While in the preconditioner P7 the ratio of
decreasing is between (75% - 90%) in two iterations which means that the
preconditioner P8 is the best in convergence.
• Finally, we conclude that the preconditioner P8 is the best in convergence than
P7.
4.8.3 Clustering and Iteration
In this subsection, we will introduce some remarks related to the six preconditioners.
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• Table (4.2) displays the iteration number between all preconditioners. From this
table, we find that the preconditoner P3 has the smallest number of iterations
that is 11, when α = 100,−100, followed by
– P2 : 13 when α = 0.001,−0.001,
– P4 : 23 when α =−1,
– P6 : 26 when α =−1,
– P5 : 36 when α = 0.001,−0.001,
– P1 : 40 when α = 0.001,−0.001.
This implies that the preconditioner P3 is the best.
• Table (4.3) displays the CPU time between all preconditioners. From this table
we find that the preconditoner P3 has the smallest number of time, that is 0.0140
, when α =−100,100, followed by
– P2 : 0.0152 when α = 0.001,−0.001,
– P4 : 0.0260 when α =−1,
– P6 : 0.0177 when α =−1,
– P5 : 0.0252 when α =−0.001,
– P1 : 0.0143 when α =−0.001.
This implies that the preconditioner P3 is the best
• From Tables (4.2), (4.3), we note good agreement between iteration number
and CPU time for P3, which means that the preconditioner P3 is the best of all.
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• From Tables (4.2), (4.3) we see that the preconditioner P3 is more efficient than
others both in number of iterations and time of iterations, especially in the case
of α = 100,−100, which is the best α choice.
• From Table (4.3), we find that the CPU time decreases when the iteration num-
ber decreases, especially in the case α = 100,−100.
• Figures (4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11) display the eigenvalues distribution
of the preconditioned matrix T in all cases, for all values of α which we select
as α = 1,−1,0.001,−0.001,0.01,−0.01,100,−100, and clustering of them.
• When α = 1, the eigenvalues distribution in Figures (4.6) up to (4.11) show
that the eigenvalues distribution for the preconditioner P3 is little better than
the eigenvalues distribution from other preconditioners clustering. It is also
clear from Tables (4.2), (4.3) that both the iteration number and CPU time are
the smallest.
• When α =−1,100,−100, we find that in Figures (4.6) up to (4.11) the eigen-
values distribution of preconditioned matrix P3 become more and more clus-
tered as compared to others, especially in the case α = 100,−100. In this case
the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix P3 is very close to 1 and 0. Also
from Tables (4.2) and (4.3), we find good agreement between iteration number
and CPU time with eigenvalues distribution meaning that the preconditioner P3
is the best in this case.
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• In case α = 0.001,−0.001,0.01,−0.01, we find that from figures (4.7) that the
eigenvalues distribution of preconditioned matrix P2 are better than the eigen-
values distribution from others preconditioners clustering. Also from Tables
(4.2) and (4.3), we find good agreement between iteration number and CPU
time with eigenvalues distribution meaning that the preconditioner P2 is the
best in this case. The eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix P2 is very
close to -1000 and 0 in α = 0.001, and 0, 1000 in α = −.001. Also when
α = 0.01,−0.01, is close to (-100, 0),(0, 100) respectively.
• Now, in the following, we summarize the observations from Tables (4.2) and
(4.3), and Figures (4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11).
– From Tables (4.2, 4.3), we see that the preconditioners P2,P3 are more
efficient than other preconditoners both in number of iterations and CPU
time. Especially in the case α = ±0.001,±0.01, where the precondi-
tioned P2 is the best, and in case α =±1,±100, the preconditioned P3 is
the best.
– From Tables (4.2, 4.3) and from all Figures (4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and
4.11) with to respect the eigenvalues distribution, we find good agree-
ment between iteration number, CPU time and the eigenvalues distribu-
tion which means that the preconditioners P2 and P3 are the best.
– Number of iterations decreases as well as CPU time. The eigenvalues
distribution of P2 and P3 are strongly clustered and that is clear from the
Tables and Figures.
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• When the iteration number and the CPU time decreases, the eigenvalues distri-
bution becomes more clustered.
• From Table (4.2), the smallest iteration number is 11 and from Table (4.3), the
smallest CPU time is 0.0140. This implies that the preconditioner P3 is the best
for α = 100,−100.
4.8.4 Residual and Iteration
The 2-norm of the residuals is shown in figure (4.12). The red solid curve with circles
is showing the results when using P1. The black solid curve with circles is showing
the results when using P2. The green dotted curve with triangles is showing the results
when using P3. The red solid curve with squares is showing the results when using P4.
The black solid curve with diamond is showing the results when using P5. Finally,
The green solid curve with plus mark is showing the results when using P6. Some
remarks are given below:
• In Figure (4.12) when α = 1, for the preconditioner P3 the residual decreases
65% in one iteration and in two iterations it is reduced to 95%. While in other
preconditioners the ratio of decreasing is between (25% - 45%) in one iteration
which means that the preconditioner P3 is the best in convergence.
• In the same figure when α = −1, for the preconditioner P3 the residual de-
creases 93% in one iteration and in two iterations it is reduced to 98%, While
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in other preconditioners the ratio of decreasing is between (65% - 85%) in one
iteration which means that the preconditioner P3 is the best in convergence.
• In the same figure when α = 0.001,−0.001, for the preconditioner P2 the resid-
ual decreases 99% in one iteration and in two iterations it is reduced to 99% ap-
proximately. While in other preconditioners the ratio of decreasing is between
(43% - 92%) in one iteration which means that the preconditioner P2 is the best
in convergence.
• In the same figure when α = 0.01,−0.01, for the preconditioner P2 the residual
decreases 97% in one iteration approximately and the same in two iterations
it is reduced to 97% approximately. While in other preconditioners the ratio
of decreasing is between (30% - 90%) in one iteration which means that the
preconditioner P2 is the best in convergence.
• In the same figure when α = 100,−100, for the preconditioner P3 the residual
decreases 99% in one iteration approximately and the same in two iterations
it is reduced to 99% approximately. While in other preconditioners the ratio
of decreasing is between (75% - 83%) in one iteration which means that the
preconditioner P3 is the best.
• Finally, we conclude that the preconditioner P3 is the best in convergence than
other.
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4.8.5 Iteration Number .VS. Degrees of Freedom
In this section, we present different degrees of freedom (dof) in order to compare
them to show relation between iteration number and matrix size. From Figure (4.5),
the preconditioner P3 with α = 100, is better than P3 with α = 1,−1, and the residual
reduces 98% in one iteration. While the residual reduces 65% in one iteration in the
case α = 1, which means that α = 100, is the optimal.
Also, Table (4.6), displays the iteration number required for convergence for different
degrees of freedom (dof). In the same table, the number of iterations changes linearly
with the matrix size. This means that the number of iterations is independent of the
matrix size.
dof α = 1 α =−1 α = 100 α =−100
n = 53, m = 29 13 13 11 11
n = 173, m = 133 13 13 11 11
n = 665, m = 585 14 14 14 14
Table 4.6: Comparisons between different α and different marrices
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Figure 4.5: Eigenvalues distribution for different matrices when α = 100 in P3
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Figure 4.6: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001, 0.01,
-0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P1
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Figure 4.7: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001, 0.01,
-0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P2
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Figure 4.8: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001, 0.01,
-0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P3
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Figure 4.9: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001, 0.01,
-0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P4
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Figure 4.10: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001,
0.01, -0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P5
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Figure 4.11: Eigenvalues distribution for different values α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001,
0.01, -0.01, 100, -100 from left top to right bottom respectively in P6
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Figure 4.12: Residual and iteration number for α = 1, -1, 0.001, -0.001, 0.01, -0.01
from left top to right bottom respectively for P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6
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Figure 4.13: Residual and iteration number for different values of α = 1, -1, 100 and
1, -1, -100 respectively for for the best precinditioner P3
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Figure 4.14: The structure of the mass matrix M and the structure of B in the Saddle
point matrix respectively
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
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We present new triangular preconditioners for the Saddle point problem. These pre-
conditioners can be considered as a generalization of MGW. We apply these precon-
ditioners to the linear system resulted from bi-harmonic equation. Numerical Com-
putaions show good complexity in terms of the number of degrees of freedom, and
which apparently require a few number of iterations. We provide different type of ap-
proximation to the Mass matrix M and Schur complement S. Eigenvalues bounds are
found which can be used to estimate the condition number and control the clustering
behavior. We compare different preconditioners with different values of α to search
for the best preconditioner
Chapter 6
Appendix: MATLAB CODES
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This code related to see (4.7). It compute all eigenvalues of the
preconditioned matrix and plot there eigenvalues in the (x,y)
plane
%----------------------------------------------------------------
load matrix173;
m=size(B,1);
n=size(B,2);
Z=zeros(m,m);
AT=[M B’;B Z];
xexact=ones(n+m,1);
b=AT*xexact;
ZZ=zeros(m,n);
S=B*inv(full(M))*B’;
S1=diag(diag(S));
M1=diag(diag(M));
MI=M(1:n-m,1:n-m);
MB=M(n-m+1:n,n-m+1:n);
Z1=zeros(n-m,m);
MIB=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Mstar=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Sstar=B*inv(Mstar)*B’;
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MTT=[MI,zeros(n-m,m);
zeros(m,n-m),MB];
ATT=[MTT B’;B Z];
% ----------------
if mm==0; MM=M; end
if ss==0; SS=S; end
if mm==1; MM=M1; end
if ss==1; SS=S1; end
if mm==2; MM=Mstar; end
if ss==2; SS=Sstar;end
P=[MM,ZZ’;B,alpha*SS];
if no_precond==1; P=eye(n+m); end
TT=inv(P)*ATT;
%figure
eigATT=eig(ATT);
xa=real(eigATT);
ya=imag(eigATT);
plot(xa,ya,’*b’);
%figure;
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eigTT=eig(full(TT));
xTT=real(eigTT);
yTT=imag(eigTT);
plot(xTT,yTT,’*b’);
xTT
iter(1,2)=1;
info=[mm,ss,iter(1,2),alpha,n,m];
disp(’ mm ss iter alpha n m’)
disp(info)
disp(’condition number ’)
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
This code compare between different values and the output are
displayed in residual plot
mm=1;ss=1;pure_code;res11=resvec/resvec(1);n11=length(res11);
mm=2;ss=2;pure_code;res22=resvec/resvec(1);n22=length(res22);
mm=0;ss=2;pure_code;res02=resvec/resvec(1);n02=length(res02);
mm=2;ss=0;pure_code;res20=resvec/resvec(1);n20=length(res20);
mm=2;ss=1;pure_code;res21=resvec/resvec(1);n21=length(res21);
mm=1;ss=2;pure_code;res12=resvec/resvec(1);n12=length(res12);
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ik=9; plot([0:ik],res11(1:10),’-ro’,[0:ik],res22(1:10),’-ko’,...
[0:ik],res02(1:10),’:gv’,[0:ik],res20(1:10),’-rs’,
[0:ik],res21(1:10),’-kd’,[0:ik],res12(1:10),’-gx’);
[res11(1:10),res22(1:10),res12(1:10),res21(1:10),...
res02(1:10),res20(1:10)]
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
This code solve the linear system resulting from finite element
discritization of the biharmonic equation using different
preconditioning (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6) with different values of
$\alpha$. The outputs of this code are:
1- Preconditioned GMRES iteration number
2- CPU time
3- Condition number
4- Eigenvalues distribution of the preconditioned matrix
5- residual plot
%-----------------------------------------------------------
clear
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load matrix53;
m=size(B,1);
n=size(B,2);
Z=zeros(m,m);
AT=[M B’;B Z];
xexact=ones(n+m,1);
b=AT*xexact;
ZZ=zeros(m,n);
S=B*inv(full(M))*B’;
S1=diag(diag(S));
M1=diag(diag(M));
MI=M(1:n-m,1:n-m);
MB=M(n-m+1:n,n-m+1:n);
Z1=zeros(n-m,m);
MIB=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Mstar=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Sstar=B*inv(Mstar)*B’;
% -------------------------------------------
if mm==0; MM=M; end
if ss==0; SS=S; end
if mm==1; MM=M1; end
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if ss==1; SS=S1; end
if mm==2; MM=Mstar; end
if ss==2; SS=Sstar; end
P=[MM,ZZ’;B,alpha*SS];
if no_precond==1; P=eye(n+m); end
T=inv(P)*AT;
%figure
eigAT=eig(AT);
xa=real(eigAT);
ya=imag(eigAT);
plot(xa,ya,’*b’);
%figure;
eigT=eig(full(T));
xT=real(eigT);
yT=imag(eigT);
plot(xT,yT,’*b’);
tol=1e-8;
x0=zeros(n+m,1);
tic;
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[xx,flag,relres,iter,resvec]=gmres(AT,b,n+m,tol,n+m,P,eye(n+m),x0);
toc
[resvec(1:2)’,norm(b-AT*x0),norm(inv(P)*(b-AT*x0))]
figure
plot(resvec);
condAT = cond(full(T));
info=[mm,ss,iter(1,2),alpha,n,m];
disp(’ mm ss iter alpha n m’)
disp(info)
disp(’condition number ’)
disp(condAT)
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
This is for comparing between three values 1,-1,100 with wathen
and cao (resplot alpha)
clear
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no_precond=0;mm=0;ss=2;
alpha=1;pure_code;res1=resvec/resvec(1);n1=length(res1);
alpha=-1;pure_code;res2=resvec/resvec(1);n2=length(res2);
alpha=-100 or 100;
pure_code;res100=resvec/resvec(1);n100=length(res100); ik=10;
plot([1:ik],res1(1:10),’-ro’,[1:ik],res2(1:10),’-ko’,[1:ik],...
res100(1:10),’-gV’);
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
this is between P7 nd P8
mm=1;ss=0;pure_code;res10=resvec/resvec(1);n10=length(res10);
mm=0;ss=1;pure_code;res01=resvec/resvec(1);n01=length(res01);
ik=10; plot([1:ik],res10(1:10),’-ro’,[1:ik],res01(1:10),’-ko’);
[res10(1:10),res01(1:10)]
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
This is update
mm =2; % which apprximation for M ? (0,1,2) = (M,diag(M),M*)
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ss =2; % which apprximation for S ? (0,1,2) = (S,diag(S),M*)
no_precond = 0; % no_precond = 1 means no preconditioneer
% ------------------------------------------------------
load matrix53;
m=size(B,1);
n=size(B,2);
Z=zeros(m,m);
AT=[M B’;B Z];
xexact=ones(n+m,1);
b=AT*xexact;
ZZ=zeros(m,n);
S=B*inv(full(M))*B’;
S1=diag(diag(S));
M1=diag(diag(M));
MI=M(1:n-m,1:n-m);
MB=M(n-m+1:n,n-m+1:n);
Z1=zeros(n-m,m);
MIB=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Mstar=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Sstar=B*inv(Mstar)*B’;
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% --------------------------
if mm==0; MM=M; end
if ss==0; SS=S; end
if mm==1; MM=M1; end
if ss==1; SS=S1; end
if mm==2; MM=Mstar; end
if ss==2; SS=Sstar; end
P=[MM,ZZ’;B,alpha*SS];
if no_precond==1; P=eye(n+m); end
T=inv(P)*AT;
%figure
eigAT=eig(AT);
xa=real(eigAT);
ya=imag(eigAT);
plot(xa,ya,’*b’);
%figure;
eigT=eig(full(T));
xT=real(eigT);
yT=imag(eigT);
plot(xT,yT,’*b’);
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tol=1e-8;
x0=zeros(n+m,1);
tic; [xx,flag,relres,iter,resvec]=gmres(AT,b,n+m,tol,...
n+m,P,eye(n+m),x0); toc
resvec
figure
plot(resvec);
condAT = cond(full(T));
info=[mm,ss,iter(1,2),alpha,n,m];
disp(’ mm ss iter alpha n m’)
disp(info)
disp(’condition number ’)
disp(condAT)
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
% ------------------------------------------------------
This script is used by resplot
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load matrix53;
m=size(B,1);
n=size(B,2);
Z=zeros(m,m);
AT=[M B’;B Z];
xexact=ones(n+m,1);
b=AT*xexact;
ZZ=zeros(m,n);
S=B*inv(full(M))*B’;
S1=diag(diag(S));
M1=diag(diag(M));
MI=M(1:n-m,1:n-m);
MB=M(n-m+1:n,n-m+1:n);
Z1=zeros(n-m,m);
MIB=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Mstar=[MI,Z1;Z1’,MB];
Sstar=B*inv(Mstar)*B’;
% ----------------
if mm==0; MM=M; end
if ss==0; SS=S; end
if mm==1; MM=M1; end
if ss==1; SS=S1; end
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if mm==2; MM=Mstar; end
if ss==2; SS=Sstar; end
P=[MM,ZZ’;B,alpha*SS];
if no_precond==1; P=eye(n+m); end
T=inv(P)*AT;
%figure
eigAT=eig(AT);
xa=real(eigAT);
ya=imag(eigAT);
plot(xa,ya,’*b’);
%figure;
eigT=eig(full(T));
xT=real(eigT);
yT=imag(eigT);
plot(xT,yT,’*b’);
tol=1e-8;
x0=zeros(n+m,1);
[xx,flag,relres,iter,resvec]=gmres(AT,b,n+m,tol,n+m,P,eye(n+m),x0);
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%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
resplot 7&8
mm=1;ss=0;pure_code;res10=resvec/resvec(1);n10=length(res10);
mm=0;ss=1;pure_code;res01=resvec/resvec(1);n01=length(res01);
ik=10; plot([1:ik],res10(1:10),’-ro’,[1:ik],res01(1:10),’-ko’);
[res10(1:10),res01(1:10)]
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
resplot for 100
alpha=1;pure_code;res1=resvec/resvec(1);n1=length(res1);
alpha=-1;pure_code;res2=resvec/resvec(1);n2=length(res2);
alpha=-100;pure_code;res100=resvec/resvec(1);n100=length(res100);
ik=10; plot([1:ik],res1(1:10),’-ro’,[1:ik],res2(1:10),’-ko’,...
[1:ik],res100(1:10),’-gV’);
%------------------------------------------------------------
%-----------------------------------------------------------
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